Expectations and desires of palliative health care personnel concerning their future work culture
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Abstract

Introduction: Exploring the work culture of health care personnel is important in order to understand the challenges they face and the issues they experience. Believing in and shaping their futures indicates a working culture influenced by promoting factors. The aims of this study were to explore how health care workers at a Palliative Medicine Unit perceive their future work culture would be and whether they perceive that their expectations and desires will be fulfilled.

Design: A correlational study.

Methods: Health care personnel, physicians, nurses, physiotherapists, and others (N = 26) at a PMU in Norway completed a questionnaire according to the two perspectives, expectations (future) and desire (wish). The findings in these two perspectives were compared. The method seeks to explore what aspects dominate the particular work culture and identifying challenges, limitations, and opportunities. The findings were also compared with a reference group of 347 ratings of well-functioning Norwegian organizations, named the “Norwegian Norm”.

Results: The findings for the wish perspective showed significant (p<0.05; p<0.01) higher rates for nurturing and synergy dimensions and significant lower rates (p>0.05; >0.05) for opposition and control dimensions than the findings for the future perspective.

Conclusions: It appears that the health care personnel wish for changes that they don’t believe they will achieve. The changes the respondents wish for are fewer negative work culture qualities, such as assertiveness and resignation, and more positive work culture qualities, such as engagement and empathy. Changes must be made to give the health care personnel improved working conditions and empowerment in order to change their situations to reflect what they wish for. The present findings can give an indication as to the direction that research ought to follow in subsequent studies.
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1 Introduction

There is a wide range of organizational conditions and work processes that have the potential to shape the work culture and environment at a health care unit. Earlier research has sought to understand the influence of organizational culture and organizational climate on health care quality [1, 2]. Both concepts, organizational climate and organizational culture, are used to illuminate the environmental work culture in health care. The need to operationalize these concepts properly in order to be able to measure them is necessary both for researchers and health care managers with responsibility for health service outcomes [1, 2]. Organizational culture has been defined as the norms, values, and basic assumptions shared by members of an organization [2, 3]. Organizational climate refers to members’ perceptions of organizational features such as decision-making, leadership, and norms about the work [2]. These aspects are easier to measure due to their tangibility, while values and beliefs are intangible [1, 2]. In doing research where the aim is to explore the specific factors in one particular working culture, we decided to use a questionnaire, based on psychometric principles, that aims to describe all three different levels: the visible aspects, the norms, and the underlying assumptions [4-6].

Earlier research has shown that work unit climate is associated with empowerment [7], and that a positive social working environment plays an important role in reducing burnout [8]. In managing the cultural diversity exhibited in health care for active fit and synergy, the issues of power and legitimacy may be important [9]. Organization of the work environment, such as work pressure, work load, role ambiguity, and relationships are primary predictors of stress and burnout among social workers [10]. Earlier findings show that nurses experience work-related injuries that are attributed to the stressful nature of their jobs [11]. Workplace empowerment and nurse satisfaction have been found to be related to higher-quality care and reduced patient risk [12]. Shortell et al. isolated attributes of the work environment and showed that they influence performance in acute hospitals [13, 14]. Both working conditions and employee empowerment were seen as factors that may improve job satisfaction [15-19]. Participation, good communication, conflict resolution, and empowerment were reported to be related to resident outcomes in nursing homes [15-22]. These studies show that organizational culture is an important factor that is also related to patient risk, mortality, and quality of care. Organizational support for nursing has been found to be a key factor for improving the quality of patient care [23, 24]. How health care professionals perceive their work culture is therefore important, not only to avoid burnout and increase job satisfaction but also to ensure quality of patient care [25].

Medical developments, including an increase in palliative options, have led to new approaches in supporting the dying [26]. At the time that palliative medicine was established as a specialty, the goal was to attain as high a health related quality of life (HRQOL) as possible for both patients and their families [26, 27]. Particularly in the final phase of a person’s life, it is considered to be of utmost importance to address the dying person’s specific questions, wishes, desires, and needs [28]. To reach the goal of optimal HRQOL in palliative care medicine, there is a constant need for assessment and control [29]. These are important factors to take into consideration when conducting this study.

In our earlier study, we found that health care personnel working in a Palliative Medicine Unit (PMU) reported low scores on the dimensions of synergy and control [30]. Health care personnel also reported high degrees of both resignation and self-sacrifice. To follow up that study, we wanted to explore how the expectations of health care personnel for the future are congruent with how they wish the future would be. To obtain an understanding of the culture in the palliative medicine unit and how the health care personnel perceive their influences on their own futures, we have focused on two different perspectives: how the health care personnel expect their future will be, and how they desire their own futures would be through the perspective wish. The following research questions were explored:

- How do health care personnel at a PMU expect the future work culture will be?
- How do health care personnel at a PMU wish the future work culture would be?
- What are the differences between these two perspectives?
2 Materials and methods

The study was carried out during spring 2004 to obtain knowledge about the work culture at a PMU at a University Hospital in Norway.

2.1 Subjects and data collection

Of the 36 health care personnel working at the PMU, 26 (70%) filled in and returned the questionnaire. The sample consisted of 18 nurses, 2 physicians, 2 physiotherapists, and 4 other professions, for a total 25 females and 1 male or 26 respondent in all. The health care personnel at the unit work as multidisciplinary teams. They have regular meetings and discussions at the unit and have a good communication across professions. The questionnaires were distributed and filled in at morning meetings (in approximately 10 minutes) or delivered to mailboxes for those who were not present at the meeting. Two follow-ups were made. The sociodemographic data were equal for the personnel who participated and those who did not. The personnel who worked night shifts were more likely to not participate in the study.

2.2 Study design

This study was designed as a correlation study. One of the basic assumptions in this study is that predominant behavior is an artifact of the typical work culture in the unit. We compared the results for two different perspectives, “our future work culture” and “our desired work culture.” As a reference group, the “Norwegian Norm” is used, which consists of the average of 1,800 ratings from individuals working in well-functioning Norwegian organizations using the same scale. We display this reference group as a guide to qualities that are probably important in organizations and for developing a higher level of maturity, with the synergy dimension as the dominant behavior but not as an ideal or a norm. The “Norwegian Norm” is presented in more detail in an earlier article [30]. The findings in the present study will be a comparison between the two perspectives and the “Norwegian Norm.”

Participation in this study was voluntary for the informants, and they could withdraw from the study at any point. They were informed about the aim and purpose of the study. All registration of the informants was anonymous. The management of the unit approved and supported that the study were carried out.

2.3 Description of the instrument

The Systematizing Person-Group Relations Instrument (SPGR) was used for data collection and analyses. The respondents were asked to describe the two perspectives, “our future work culture” and “our desired work culture” at the unit. Each of the 24 items was rated according to whether the behavior described occurred (i) never or seldom, (ii) sometimes, or (iii) often or always. The numbers describe a mean value on a linear scale from 1 to 9.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Group function</th>
<th>Short description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-N</td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Structure, logic, authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nurture</td>
<td>Caring, social orientation, openness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O-D</td>
<td>Opposition</td>
<td>Criticism, rebellion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dependence</td>
<td>Loyalty, conformance, submission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W-S</td>
<td>Withdrawal</td>
<td>Passive resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Synergy</td>
<td>Engagement, constructive goal-oriented teamwork</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of the 24 SPGR items describe organization behaviors along three dimensions labeled: control and nurture (C–N), opposition and dependence (O–D), and withdrawal and synergy (W–S). Each dimension has two vectors applied (Table 1). The theoretical foundation for SPGR and its psychometrics have been elaborated in previous studies and a thorough discussion can be found in earlier publications [6, 31-33].
2.4 Statistical analysis

Based on the SPGR results we conducted a two-tailed student t-test for significance between the two perspectives and the “Norwegian Norm”.

3 Results

The mean value of the SPGR vectors state the work culture at the PMU unit for the perspective future and are compared with the “Norwegian Norm” and presented in Table 2. There were significant statistical differences in 10 of the 12 vectors.

Table 2. Ratings of “Future” versus “Wish” work culture along the twelve SPGR vectors compared with “Norwegian Norm”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vector</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Typical behavior</th>
<th>Future</th>
<th>Wish</th>
<th>Future vs. Wish</th>
<th>N. Norm</th>
<th>Future vs. Norm</th>
<th>Wish vs. Norm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ruling</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Controlling, autocratic, attentive to rules and procedures</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task-orientation</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Analytical, task-oriented, conforming</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caring</td>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Taking care of others, attentive to relations</td>
<td>6.26</td>
<td>7.47</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>7.40</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creativity</td>
<td>N2</td>
<td>Creative, spontaneous</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criticism</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>Critical, opposing</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertiveness</td>
<td>O2</td>
<td>Assertive, self-sufficient</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyalty</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td>Obedient, conforming</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td>D2</td>
<td>Passive, accepting</td>
<td>5.18</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resignation</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>Sad appearance, showing lack of self-confidence</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-sacrifice</td>
<td>W2</td>
<td>Passive, reluctant to contribute</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>Engaged, inviting others to contribute</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>8.29</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>Showing empathy and interest in others</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>8.82</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.05  ** p < 0.01  (2-tailed t-test)

The results revealed that the health care personnel working at the PMU describe their future working culture as characterized by high values on the vectors creativity (N2), criticism (O1), assertiveness (O2), resignation (W1), and self-sacrifice (W2). Furthermore, ruling (C1), task-orientation (C2), caring (N1), loyalty (D1), acceptance (D2), engagement (S1), and empathy (S2) have lower scores than the “Norwegian Norm.”

The mean value of the SPGR vectors stating the work culture at the PMU unit for the perspective wish and are compared with the “Norwegian Norm” and presented in Table 2. There were statistical significant differences in 5 of the 12 vectors. The result revealed that the health care personnel working at the PMU describe their wishes for their working culture as characterized by high scores on the vectors caring (N1), creativity (N2), criticism (O1), self-sacrifice (W2), engagement
(S1), and empathy (S2). In the vectors ruling (C1), task-orientation (C2), assertiveness (O2), loyalty (D1), acceptance (D2), and resignation (W1), the scores were lower than the “Norwegian Norm.”

The mean value of the SPGR vectors describing the work culture at the PMU unit for the two perspectives future and wish and the two perspectives are compared and presented in Table 2. There were significant statistical differences in 7 of the 12 vectors (Table 2).

In 6 of the vectors, i.e., ruling (C1), assertiveness (O2), resignation (W1), self-sacrifice (W2), engagement (S1), and empathy (S2), the difference was significant \( p<0.05 \), and in one, caring (N1) \( p<0.01 \) in the comparing the ratings of “Future” versus “Wish”. In two of the dimensions, withdrawal and synergy, there were significant differences in both vectors \( p<0.05 \) (Table 2).

4 Discussion

To obtain an understanding of the work culture in the palliative medicine unit and how the health care personnel perceive their influence on their own futures, we have focused on two different perspectives: how the health care personnel expect their futures will be and how they desire their future work culture would be. We wanted to explore research questions about how health care personnel at a PMU expect the future work culture will be, how health care personnel at a PMU wish the future work culture would be, and about the differences between these two perspectives. Generally, the findings show that the unit was well balanced between being task-oriented and human-oriented. In the SPGR reference group, a good distribution between task orientation and human orientation is a sign of a well-functioning organization. However, when comparing an organization with the reference values for good functional organization, it is important to realize that these reference values cannot give specific guidelines for how a unit should function. It is natural that the values in an organization that cares for patients in their last phases of life are different compared to companies that are directed towards trade and the market, as one example. The factors that can illuminate the culture are the differences between the two perspectives future and wish, which represent what the respondents expect will happen in the future and what they desire for.

4.1 How do health care personnel at a PMU expect the future work culture will be?

It seems as though the respondents imagine that their futures will be influenced by a high degree of creativity (N2), criticism (O1), assertiveness (O2), resignation (W1), and self-sacrifice (W2), but less influenced by ruling (C1), task-orientation (C2), caring (N1), loyalty (D1), acceptance (D2), engagement (S1), and empathy (S2). Task-orientation (C2), caring (N1), creativity (N2), engagement (S1), and empathy (S2) can be characterized as positive qualities in the work culture, as long as they do not contribute to unbalance related to the other vectors. Furthermore, criticism (O1), assertiveness (O2), resignation (W1), and self-sacrifice (W2) represent more negative qualities in the work culture. The respondents imagine that their future work will be highly influenced by these negative qualities in their work culture. However, both working conditions and employee empowerment were different factors that may improve job satisfaction \([15-19]\). As mentioned earlier, i.e., resignation (W1), self-sacrifice (W2), criticism (O1), and assertiveness (O2) are negative qualities for the work culture that can lead to lack of empowerment. Participation, good communication, conflict resolution, and empowerment were reported to be related to resident outcomes \([15, 16, 18-21]\). Furthermore, Shortell et al. isolated attributes of the work environment and showed that they influence performance in acute hospitals \([13, 14]\) and that organizations with positive cultures were more likely to have adopted and internalized continuous quality improvement programs \([25]\). To achieve both better job satisfaction and quality of care in palliative care, the negative qualities that respondents perceived in the work culture in this study must be minimized, and focus must be given to the qualities that are positive for the work culture.
4.2 How do health care personnel at a PMU wish the future work culture to be?

It seems as though the respondents wish for a work culture that is characterized by caring (N1), creativity (N2), criticism (O1), self-sacrifice (W2), engagement (S1), and empathy (S2), and that they wish less ruling (C1), task-orientation (C2), assertiveness (O2), loyalty (D1), acceptance (D2), and resignation (W1). The respondents wish for a work culture closer to the “Norwegian Norm,” and they seem to be engaged concerning the positive qualities that promote a constructive work culture, with high scores on caring (N1), creativity (N2), engagement (S1), and empathy (S2) and low scores on ruling (C1), assertiveness (O2), acceptance (D2), and resignation (W1). This is important because a positive social working environment plays an important role in alleviating burnout[8]. With higher scores on both the vectors in the synergy dimension, the respondents in this study wish for a work culture with engagement and constructive goal-oriented behavior. These factors are important in developing a dynamic work culture[33].

4.3 What are the differences between these two perspectives?

The wish and future perspectives show significant differences in 7 of the 12 vectors. The most interesting differences are in the vectors assertiveness (O2), resignation (W1), engagement (S1), and empathy (S2). In these vectors, the differences also indicate a difference according to how the findings related to the “Norwegian Norm.” In the perspective future, the vectors assertiveness (O2) and self-sacrifice (W2) have higher scores than the “Norwegian Norm,” but in the wish perspective, they have lower scores than the reference group. For the vectors engagement (S1) and empathy (S2), the findings show that the respondents had lower scores than the reference group in the future perspective and higher than in the wish perspective. The respondents imagine that their future work culture will be influenced by a high degree of assertiveness and resignation, but they wish for the opposite. They imagine that their future work culture will not be influenced by engagement and empathy, but they wish for the opposite. The respondents expressed a wish for changes in their current situations, but in their answers for their future situations, these attitudes were not expressed, which is natural if the respondents know that their wishes for the future cannot become reality. Caring for patients who are expected to die in a relatively short time could also influence this view. It might be easier for health care personnel working in these kinds of units to have hopes and wishes but not concrete plans for the future, when their patients have a short life expectancy.

As mentioned earlier, in order to manage the cultural diversity exhibited in health care for active fit and synergy, the issues of power and legitimacy may be important[9]. It seems as though the respondents in this study did not have the necessary power or legitimacy to change their work culture in the direction they wish for. In making those changes, the health care personnel must experience that their wishes and hopes for the future are important. This is important not only for giving the health care workers empowerment and legitimacy in their working situations but also to avoid stress and burnout[10]. It is important also for the quality of the care in these units because organizations with positive work cultures are more likely to have adopted and internalized continuous quality improvement programs[25].

4.4 Limitations of the present study

The sample in this study was quite small, with few respondents in each profession, and generalizing on this basis, therefore, will not be possible. This study also represents point estimation with the limitations that are involved. Furthermore, the study has been carried out in a field where this focus has not been described earlier. The present findings can give an indication as to the direction that research ought to follow in subsequent studies. This study was conducted in Norway on a Norwegian population. In Norway, work conditions are usually favorable for workers, so the results of this research could not be generalizable to other contexts without taking that into consideration.

5 Conclusions

The results of this study show that health care personnel have wishes for the future work culture that they don’t believe will come to pass. The respondents presented views and hopes for the future but expressed little faith in believing that the
future will be any different from the perspectives they experience today. The changes the respondents wish for are fewer negative work culture qualities, such as assertiveness and resignation, and more positive work culture qualities, such as engagement and empathy. Organizational support, working conditions, and employee empowerment are factors that may improve job satisfaction, and it seems as though the respondents in this study wish for a work culture that they don’t expect to experience; that is not a satisfactory situation. Changes must be made to give the health care personnel at the PMU organizational support, better working conditions, and empowerment to change their own situations to those that they wish for. On the basis of this study future research can focus on how the variable used in this study may contribute to better understanding of work culture in different contexts.
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